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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
13 February 2015 08:59
Porter, Johanna
Pascoe, Mark
FW: New bounndaries

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From: Julie Kaye
Sent: 12 February 2015 16:36
To: Reviews@
Subject: New bounndaries

I have lived in
now for nearly 20 years and wish to object to the boundaries changing which
will effect me like if it merges to Southmead my house will be worth less also it will not be in the catchment
area for Redland Green school and would not like to send any of children to any of the schools in Southmead so
I do not see any good points in changing the boundary to put me in the Southmead district. I am extremely
upset about the proposal and do not wish it to be carried out..yours sincerely
Julie Kaye
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Mark Keane

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Living both on the river Trym, and in the heart of the ancient village of Westbury-on-Trym
(1200 years!) I am 100% against the splitting up of Westbury. I vote for a partnership ward
with Henleaze which would see Westbury-on-Trym left intact.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4479

27/01/2015
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Jill and Robert Kempshall

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We disagree with the Boundary Commission proposal to divide Westbury on Trym, Bristol into
two halves and amalgamate the historical centre of Westbury village with the Henleaze ward,
renaming it Henleaze. Instead we support the proposal put forward by the Westbury on Trym
Society and other amenity groups that the entirety of the two ward areas should be
amalgamated. The number of councillors would remain at a total of 3, as suggested by the
Commission. The Ward would take both names, as in other parts of Bristol, for example
"Avonmouth and Lawrence Weston" or "Ashley and Stokes Croft".

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4488
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Rowena Kenny

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I appeal for the eastfield estate to be included in Westbury on Trym or Henleaze wards.I have
been a resident at Comb Paddock on the Eastfield estate for 19 years. During this time the
shops, community facilities, schools and wider services I access are all located in Westbury on
Trym and Henleaze. As a result the community I feel a part of is also in these areas, Even
though I go walking in Baddocks wood and I have a car, the Southmead shops and facilities are
too far for me to use so I do not access facilities, shops or any services in Southmead.
Baddocks woods also act as a natural barrier which makes it hard to integrate people from this
area into the Southmead community. Most of the residents on this estate are elderly and/or
disabled and many do not have cars and are not able to walk far. These residents, like me
access shops and services locally and we all wish to be able to vote and make comment about
services we actually use and voting for issues in a community we don't live in which does not
make sense and does a disservice to the residents who live in Southmead. I would also like to
make you aware that we received no consultation info about these proposals and it is by
chance I came upon this online. Most of my neighbours (who are elderly) do not have access to
the internet so are unable to make comment on this issue as no paperwork has been received.
I appreciate changes may need to be made, but feel strongly that for the reasons above that
locating the Eastfield Estate in Southmead will not enable fair representation of residents and
the community we actually live in and the services we use. Many thanks.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4836
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Catherine Kerfoot

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: N/a

Comment text:
I live with my family on
and we are actively involved in the local communities in
both henleaze and westbury village. We use the shops, pubs and cafes in henleaze on a weekly
basis and visit quarry park frequently. We are registered with westbury PCT, use the westbury
and henleaze libraries regularly,participate in community events and have been involved in
various parent and toddler groups in the local area. We feel a strong sense of attachment and
commitment to henleaze and westbury village and intend to continue to invest in both areas by
supporting local businesses and community activities. As such we feel that we would be much
better represented by a councillor for henleaze and/or westbury village and would therefore
benefit from inclusion in the new henleaze ward. We know that a number of our neighbours on
feel the same and hope that you will give our views due consideration when
finalising the new ward boundaries.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4731
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Melanie Kershaw

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am writing to support the proposed new boundaries for Clifton East and in particular the
extension of the eastern boundary to run along Hampton Road to include Upper and Lower
Redland Road, West and East Shrubbery and Elm Lane. This change makes Whiteladies Road
the centre of the ward which gives it a better, more central position within the community that
it supports - which come from both sides of the road. It also brings the businesses on Upper
Redland Road and Cotham Hill into the same ward which makes them feel more connected to
Whiteladies Road (which geographically they are). As the existing ward boundary currently
stands, Whiteladies Road is split with one side of the road in Clifton East and the other side in
Cotham North. This does not give the businesses and services along the road a cohesive
community feel - for example when the farmers market operates half of it is in Clifton East and
half in Cotham North. I currently live in Cotham North but am only 2 minutes walk from
Whiteladies Road. I use the shops, and services on Whiteladies Road every day. My doctor,
optician, pharmacy and hairdresser are all on Whiteladies Road - in Clifton East. I commute to
work from Clifton Down station and my children use the library on Whiteladies Road. However
because I live in Cotham North I do not receive mailings, newsletters and information relating
to Whiteladies Road (when I previously lived on the west side of Whiteladies Road - the same
distance from Whiteladies Road as I currently live but in Clifton East - I used to receive lots of
information and newsletters about things happening on Whiteladies Road and the businesses
there. Having moved to the other side of Whiteladies Road into Cotham North I now receive
newsletters and information relating to Cotham and Bishopston largely focussing on Gloucester
Road - none of these areas are within easy walking distance of my property and I do not use
the amenities in the ward at all. Under the new boundary proposal I would live in Clifton East
which makes sense and would make me feel more part of the community that I use.
Whiteladies Road has suffered from its linear nature and not having a real heart to it. This is
exacerbated by the fact that it lies at the boundary of 2 wards. Making it the centre of Clifton
East as the proposed boundary change would do, and pulling in some of the commercially
important side roads like Upper Redland and Cotham Hill would make it feel much more of a
community centre and include people on both sides of the road who are the clientele that use
the facilities.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4371

05/01/2015

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 10:37
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Henleaze Lake area

From:
Sent: 14 February 2015 11:27
To: Reviews@
Subject: Henleaze Lake area
I have been informed that as part of the new proposals , the above area , which is currently in Westbury On Trym ward , to be included in the Southmead ward .
As a resident who is living in
, I would like to express my objections to this proposal . I would like / suggest that , either stays in the
Westbury on trym ward , or be included in Henleaze ward .
Kindest regards.
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Steve King

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The Redland boundary should not be redrawn to move property into the Ashley Ward. If allowed
to happen this will ultimately effect service provision and potentially post codes and will have
an adverse effect on property value. Are the Council proposing to provide capital redress? The
particular area effected is the parish of St Andrews and has more in common with Redland or
Cotham than it does with Bishopston or Ashley. For example Redland School boundary for
providing places extends into the full extent of the Redland boundary. Changing the ward
boundaries will also change the boundaries for school provision. This seems to have more to do
with giving the local councillors posher sounding area names - the shift of Clifton, cotham and
Redland. For example shifting Bishop Road (the heart of Bishopston) into Redland in exchange
for St Andrews. SOunds like an attempt to move a primary school into a ward as is the moving
of the Cotham boundary. Appeasement to some and punishment for others. Leave these
boundaries alone or come up with an equitable trade. How about recreating St Andrews parish
as a whole and if necessary add it to Cotham or Redland in total. As they are currently drawn
the proposals are unacceptable.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4322
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Neil Kirk

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Westbury on Trym village and the concept of moving the village out of Westbury on
Trym ward into Henleaze ward is shocking and counter intuitive. How can you move the heart
of the ward out of the ward? It makes no sense. Local people will not understand it and will
feel alienated. It does not work with the local communities and geographical history. Westbury
on Trym is a historical region and village. I urge the commission to reconsider this proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4433

15/01/2015

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 14:55
Pascoe, Mark
FW: City of Bristol - Proposed new Bishopsworth Ward.

Importance:

High

From: Michael Knight
Sent: 16 February 2015 14:49
To: Reviews@
Subject: City of Bristol - Proposed new Bishopsworth Ward.
Importance: High

To The Review Officer.
Thank you for your communication 9th December 2014 setting out proposed changes for the Bishopsworth Ward.
Whilst what has been proposed is good, there is a deficiency in not taking into the new Ward areas of the old
Bishopsworth Village.
This must be addressed if the Ward proposal is to gain overall acceptance and support.
It can be easily done by following the boundary line of the new South Bristol Link Road, that will commence
construction in March of this year and be completed in the Winter of 2016.
The South Bristol Link will come off Highridge Common, at its junction at Sandburrows Road, continue to junction with
Highridge Road, then become part of King Georges Road with its junction with Queens Road, then straight ahead to the
junction at Hareclive Road.
All properties to the north of the South Bristol Link Boundary should form part of the new Bishopsworth Ward. This
approach is simple and will be well supported by local residents.
Thank you,
Michael Knight.

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
02 February 2015 09:14
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Consultation on Draft Recommendations

From: Tim Knight
Sent: 30 January 2015 22:07
To: Reviews@
Subject: Consultation on Draft Recommendations

Dear Sir,
I have been campaigning for some time now for electoral reform, using Bristol as a proof-of-concept
for the following proposition following a hung parliament following the 2015 general election:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Bristol Mayor is already elected through a process similar to that used to elect the London
Mayor. From 2016 onwards, the Bristol Mayor could and should be empowered to have the Bristol
Council elected through a process similar to that used to elect the London Assembly (i.e. with
representation in the Bristol Council fully-proportional to the nuanced Party preferences of the Bristol
electorate).
More specifically, for Bristol:
·

The current 35 wards could and should be carried forward, but each ward could and should elect
only a single Councillor (instead of two currently).

·

The remaining 35 Councillors could and should be elected from Party lists to top-up the 35
ward Councillors to achieve overall representation fully-proportional to the nuanced preferences
of the Bristol electorate.

·

The Bristol Mayor (as the Political Chief Executive of Bristol) could and should be free to
appoint and manage the rest of the Political Executive of Bristol (i.e. the Bristol Cabinet) on the
basis of ‘best person for the job’ (rather than being pressured to ‘find executive jobs for the
political classes from the Bristol Council’). Indeed, if the Bristol Mayor wished to appoint a
Bristol Councillor to the Political Executive of Bristol, and that Bristol Councillor wished to
accept that appointment, that Bristol Councillor should be obliged to resign as a Bristol
Councillor before the appointment could be made.

This process would be similar to the overall process used to elect the London Mayor and the London
Assembly.
The process proposed to elect the Representative Assembly (i.e. proportional representation) would be
similar to that used to elect the London Assembly, the Northern Irish Assembly, the Welsh Assembly, the
Scottish Parliament, and the European Parliament. It is also similar to the process recommended by the
1998 Jenkins report on potential reform of the House of Commons.
1

It would be a tragedy for representative democracy in general, for the ‘Mayor’ concept in general, for the
‘Mayor’ concept in Bristol, and indeed for Bristol itself, if the ‘Mayoral’ governance of Bristol failed to
reach its true potential because of a sub-optimal constitutional relationship between the Bristol Mayor and
an un-reformed (large-Party biased) Bristol Council.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If this proposition were implemented (as a proof-of-concept) in time for the 2016 Bristol elections:
1. There would be no pressing need to change the current warding arrangements for the 2016
Bristol elections (because the topping up arrangements would ensure fully-proportional
representation across Bristol irrespective of ward sizes).
2. A review of the current warding arrangements for the 2020 Bristol elections could be based
purely on single-member wards with ‘natural’ boundaries (because the topping up
arrangements would ensure fully-proportional representation across Bristol irrespective of
ward sizes).
I would appreciate some insight as to how the LGBC would deal with such a development if it was
adopted as part of a coalition-formation arrangement.
Best Wishes
Tim Knight
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
10 February 2015 08:58
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Henleaze Lake Area - Ward Boundry Changes

From: alison laity
Sent: 09 February 2015 09:34
To: Reviews@
Subject: Henleaze Lake Area - Ward Boundry Changes

My name is Alison Laity and I live at
I am writing to express my concern and absolute disagreement in the proposed boundary changes.
I either wish to stay in the WOT Ward or if I must be changed then to the new Henleaze Ward.
Would you please advise me on the following:
Who or what party are making these proposals?
Who is this going to benefit - certainly not the local people?
What form of consultation was going to take place - why have I only just heard about it?
Having only just received the pamphlet today I will be strongly canvassing my neighbours to oppose this
change.
Kind regards
Alison & Kelvin Laity
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Kenneth Laken

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: I AM A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC

Comment text:
could you please leave Bishopsworth ward as it is now and not incorporate it with hartcliffe
ward thank you

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4397
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Claire Lambert

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in
in the current Westbury on trym ward. I consider myself part of the
Westbury and Henelaze community and do not want to be part of Southmead. We walk to
Henelaze on a daily basis due my children's school and the village of Westbury two to three
times a week. We have no association with Southmead or the people in it. It does not make
sense geographically and will damage our house price... Keep Henleaze lake in Henleaze and
wot wards!!!! I do not understand the purpose of putting the area in and around Henealze
Swimming lake out on a limb as a peninsula of Southmead. Please take time to look at how the
area works and functions to realise why this Southmead /Lake road peninsula idea does not
work for the residents or the local Westbury community. Happy to discus this at greater length
if required. Regards Claire Lambert

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4696
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Bernard Lane

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I feel the changes will make Avonmouth too big an area to represent unless there is an
increase in the number of Councillors to represent the area. It is fast becoming an area of
commercial importance and needs better representation. We need an efficient Council lead by
people who care for the city not their party.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4350
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Lapworth

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have heard plans to reshape Westbury on Trym village area to become a part of Henleaze.
This village area, similar to the Henleaze Road area of Henleaze which includes shops and
banks as well as cafes, is an integral part of Westbury on Trym and should remain as such. It
would be absurd to change this and as far as I am aware there has been no noticeable change
in either area, residential or retail to warrant such a crazy change. Henleaze has a village
centre and there can be no reason to remove the village centre from Westbury on Trym. If this
occurred where would the village centre for WonT be? Possibly the busy Falcondale Road. The
area around Stoke Lane that does have some shops but no post office or banks relies purely on
the large Co-Op store and if this was to close the smaller independent shops around would
obviously suffer. This area is also extremely close to Stoke Bishop. There should be no change
to Westbury on Trym - the village centre sits more or less centrally to the residential area that
comfortably surrounds it.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4359
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Karen Larwood

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a resident of Hotwells in Clifton ward in Bristol and I wish to object most strongly to the
proposal to create a Hotwells and Harbourside Ward. 1. This proposal divides a neighbourhood
and community of the historic neighbourhood of Hotwells and Cliftonwood. • The community of
Cliftonwood and Hotwells, is clearly recognised as a single entity by residents and defined by
the parish boundary. • Our current community, of Hotwells & Cliftonwood, is one close in
proximity and not split by a river.• The new boundary proposals will divide this established
community. We already have a clear community identity that works for us. 2. The rights of
this community to lobby for changes through the City Council will be diluted. • Voters in
Hotwells & Cliftonwood are currently represented by two Councillors. • The proposed Hotwells &
Harbourside ward will have only one. • With only one Councillor rather than two working on our
behalf, this represents a reduction in electoral equality relative to other 2 or 3 Councillor
wards • This is not an improvement. 3. The proposed changes will also impact on the existing
Neighbourhood Partnership structure. • This has established itself as an improved system for
making local government more responsive and accountable. • The proposed changes represent a
threat to effective local government in our area that will undermine the work that Council
officers and community representatives have undertaken together in improving the delivery of
local services.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4631

05/02/2015

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 10:31
Pascoe, Mark
FW: City of Bristol Boundary review "EASTVILLE" ward.

From:
Sent: 15 February 2015 23:32
To: Reviews@
Subject: City of Bristol Boundary review "EASTVILLE" ward.

Please accept the following email received in regards to the City of Bristol "EASTVILLE" ward boundary
review.
Kind regards
Chris Harris.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: JANET LEA
Date: 2 February 2015 20:37:10 GMT
To: "
Subject: 'SPLIT STAPLETON ' PLANS
MESSAGE FROM A RESIDENT OF STAPLETON (I LIVE IN
I THINK THE IDEA'S MENTIONED ARE TOTALLY UNBELIEVABLE , SO WHY???
MAKE THE CHANGES THAT HAVE BEEN WORKING FOR YEAR'S, AND GIVE MOST
RESIDENT'S PEACE OF MIND KNOWING THAT WE ALL LIVE IN STAPLETON AND
NOT FISHPONDS OR OLDBURY COURT.
I HAVE LIVED IN STAPLETON FOR 44 YEARS AND MY HUSBAND FOR 64 YEARS
AND FEEL VERY SAD AND ANGRY IF WE LOSE OUR BOUNDARY STATUS.
YOURS
J.LEA

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

tony lee
25 January 2015 20:09
Reviews@
Bristol Boundary Review

Dear Sir or Madam
I am writing to you with regard to your review of Bristol City Council's ward boundaries. Firstly I would
like to welcome your proposals to create a Stoke Bishop and Sea Mills ward. As per my earlier
submission I do believe that there are overwhelming community arguments in favour of placing these
interdependent communities into a single ward - shared community facilities, shops, leisure facilities,
public houses and so on. It would also resolve some rather bizarre current boundary quirks such as
having Sea Mills station in Stoke Bishop ward, rather than with the Sea Mills community. So I think
what you have set out makes total sense and I hope you will implement it.
Thank you for sending me a copy of your proposals for the whole of Bristol. Some of the proposals
caught my eye as making less sense. For example why create a Westbury-on-Trym ward that doesn't
include Westbury-on-Trym village? That seems peculiar to me to resolve some boundary quirks in
Stoke Bishop/Sea Mills and the create a bigger one in the next ward. I think you should look to have
a Westbury-on-Trym/Henleaze ward as these two communities link together in the same way that
Stoke Bishop/Sea Mills do.
Yours sincerely
Tony Lee

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
29 January 2015 08:51
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Westbury-on-Trym/Henleaze

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: John
Sent: 28 January 2015 18:40
To: Reviews@
Subject: Westbury‐on‐Trym/Henleaze
I write in support of the Westbury‐on‐Trym Society's proposal for a partnership ward with Henleaze, combining the two
present wards into one and sharing 3 councillors. This is because it makes no sense to divide the ancient village of
Westbury‐on‐Trym into two halves by slicing it along Falcondale Road. This would not be a logical rational thing to do.
Westbury‐onTrym is a coherent community formed around its ancient centre but encompassing a significant residential
area and its park (Canford Park) to the west of the centre (including e.g. Abbey Road where I live) all of which is closely
associated with W‐o‐T village. Councillors will not properly represent the area unless they represent it as a whole. Local
democracy will not be served by splitting up a community in the way proposed. Understanding as I do the need for
boundary changes to reflect the shifting demographic of Bristol as a whole, I urge you to find a solution that does not
divide the representation of W‐o‐T in what seems a quite arbitrary manner that takes no account of the area's sense of
community. The Society's proposal seems eminently sensible.
Yours sincerely
John Leggatt

Sent from my iPad
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Karl Lewis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: none

Comment text:
Broadly speaking the existing boundaries across the city haven't been the cause of much
dispute among the electorate - so if it isn't broke, why fix it? It seems that the city's mayor
isn't content unless he's tinkering or meddling with something or other - and again, broadly
speaking, he seems to totally disregard local residents now he's safely got his chains around his
neck in pushing his own agenda, whatever that might be. This is therefore another reason not
to change anything - particularly if the good mayor DOES want change!! By reducing the
numbers of elected representatives, you are diluting the democratic process - the existing
number of councillors must be hard pushed (unless particularly diligent and industrious) to be
able to canvas, litsen to and act upon the wishes of the voters in their wards - a reduction in
numbers of councillors would equate to a significant number of voters in the re-vamped wards
and therefore would make the elected councillors even less accountable to their electorate .......
although that doesn't seem to have done any harm to the good mayor, it's not what I
recognise as a strengthening of the democratic process! The only even half-logical reason for
this tin-pot notion to be promoted might possibly be to save money - and there are many
better and more effective things that could be done to slash BCC's spending - one of which
would be at the very top of my list of priorities, and that would be the immediate abolition of
the post of Mayor of Bristol!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4312
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Maureen Lewis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Sorry I'm having difficulty drawing on this but would like to make strong comments . I've lived
in Eastville for 71 years and care deeply about this area. I am a resident rep on the Greater
Fishponds Neighbourhood Partnership. the electoral ward of Eastville should include all houses
with a postal address of Eastvile I.e include all the houses at the foot of Purdown .these people
between the M32 and the Purdown ridge (Cotterell Rd !Heyford Ave /Glenfrome
rd /school /library etc etc ) feel totally disenfranchised being included in the Horfield ,Lockleaze
area. Whereas speedwell needs to be with St George etc. Ask any resident but don't expect
them all to comment on this site.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4417
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Frank Liddiard

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I write to pbject to your proposal to remove the village of Westbury on Trym from the
Westbury on Trym Ward and to place it in the Henleaze Ward. This is arbitrary bureaucratic
nonsense just to attempt to comply with a recommended number of eligible voters in an area
and takes no account of the natural distribution of premises. Please rethink the whole matter
and find a place for the boundary within an area of non-descript suburban housing of which
there is plenty on the eastern side of the Westbury on Trym area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4475
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Nick Lloyd

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Your proposals are ridiculous. You can't change hundreds of years of history to satisfy
someone's workload. Change something else to fix the problem!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4506
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Elspeth Loades

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
many people who live in Windmill Hill feel that they have more interests in common with
BEDMINSTER / sOUTHVILLE THAN WITH kNOWLE. the "DOWNHILL FACTOR" once recognised in
Bristol City Council as a valid community link is ignored for those of us living on the north
western slopes of the area. We relate to St Catherine's place. East street, Bedminster Parade,
not St John's Lane and Lower Knowle. Windmill Hill has a good community frrl : this should be
encouraged by including the "downhill" factor in working out where boundaries should be.
Currently, decisions affecting us - eg St Catherine's development, Pring St Hill development we are not consulted, and they affect us greatly. Elspeth Loades

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4419
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

John Longstaffe

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: consultancy

Comment text:
I am a resident of Clifton Wood I want to strenuously object to the division of Hotwells and
Clifton Wood into two areas– this is splitting a community dividing, rather than giving a sense
of community– it only gives the Hotwells people one councillor when they have had two– it will
interfere with an established neighbourhood partnership JA Longstaffe

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4563

02/02/2015
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City of Bristol
Personal Details:
Name:

Vicky Lorych

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
No - i would definitely like to keep the Cliftonwood/Hotwells as one!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4720

10/02/2015

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
16 February 2015 10:33
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed Ward Boundary changes , Henleaze lake area

From:
Sent: 15 February 2015 17:53
To: Reviews@
Subject: Proposed Ward Boundary changes , Henleaze lake area
This mail is on behalf of Mr and Mrs Low , residents of
. They asked me to send you this
mail , expressing their concern about the renaming of the Ward to Southmead Ward . They would like their area , either stay in Westbury On Trym Ward or
change to Henleaze Ward and not Southmead Ward . as this would have negative affect on the price of their house if it called Southmead Ward .
Regards
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
04 February 2015 08:25
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Bristol City Council Boundary Review

From: Willie Luangrath
Sent: 03 February 2015 15:10
To: Reviews@
Subject: Bristol City Council Boundary Review

Dear Sir,
I would like to take this opportunity as a local Harbourside resident to comment on the boundary review
taking place not only in the Harbourside area where I live, but also the surrounding areas.
Current proposals see areas of Clifton being named Clifton East and Clifton West. However, to better
represent the area and communities named above, I would suggest that Clifton East be named Clifton Down
and Clifton West be shortened to Clifton. The ward which under current proposals would be called Clifton
East, would include the Clifton Down Shopping Centre and Clifton Down Train Station, thereby better suiting
the name ‘Clifton Down’.
Whilst I generally support the proposed boundary changes for Cotham, I believe the name ‘Cotham and
Kingsdown’ better reflects the community which it encompasses. I also am supportive of the new boundaries
for the Redland Ward which includes Redland High School, Redland Green School and Redland Parish Church
in the Ward.
Finally, I am on the whole supportive of the proposed Harbourside and Hotwells Ward, where I myself am a
resident.
Yours Faithfully,
William Luangrath
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